Joe Locke and Tony Miceli to Perform at PASIC!
Meet Joe and Tony at PASIC 2015
Joe Locke and Tony Miceli will be performing during the
Friday night evening concert at 8:30 p.m. Tony Miceli will also
be giving a keyboard clinic on Friday at 3:00 p.m.
Be sure to meet Joe and Tony at our booth.
Learn More
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New Mike Balter Artists!

Talujon
Described by the New York Times as an ensemble possessing
an "edgy, unflagging energy", Talujon has been mesmerizing
audiences since 1990. For well over two decades, Talujon has committed itself to the growth
of contemporary percussion music through diverse performance, commissioning,
educational, and outreach activities. Members include Ian Antonio, David Cossin, Matthew
Gold, Tom Kolor, Michael Lipsey, and Matt Ward.
Visit Talujon's Website

Drew Tucker
Drew Tucker is a musician, educator and social entrepreneur-a
unique combination of talents that place him at the intersection of
the arts and activism.
Artistically, he's at the forefront of the movement to reinvent the
vibraphone-a dynamic instrument that he melds with soul, funk,
jazz and hip-hop influences. His jazz influenced twists on
modern-day standards from Michael Jackson, to Prince and The

Police, have earned him his own signature Drew Tucker Groove
Master Mallet.
Attending PASIC? Come to our booth to meet the Groove
Master himself and see his signature mallet.
Visit Drew Tucker's Website

More About Joe and Tony

Joe Locke
Joe Locke is widely considered to be one of the major voices
of his instrument. He has performed and recorded with a
diverse range of notable musicians, including Grover
Washington Jr, Kenny Barron, Eddie Henderson, Cecil
Taylor, Dianne Reeves, Ron Carter, The Beastie Boys, the
Münster Symphony Orchestra and the Lincoln, Nebraska
Symphony.
Visit Joe Locke's Website

Joe Locke's Mallets
Joe's distinct sound and full range of
expression is now available for the serious
vibist with the Joe Locke Series.
47R - Quick Fly, Medium Hard
48R - Crossover, Medium
49R - Deep Tone, Medium Soft
Learn More

Tony Miceli
Tony Miceli is the consummate versatile musician who
is involved in a number of musical projects and
recordings. An artist who performs throughout the world,
Tony has played in countless jazz festivals, percussion
festivals, jazz clubs, colleges, and even prisons. He is a
performer, educator and innovator, not just as a
musician, but also as the creator of
www.vibesworkshop.com, his vibraphone online

school of music with over 3,000 members.
Visit Tony Miceli's Website

Tony Miceli's Mallets

General all-around mallets for jazz vibes. Has a
warm sound with full articulation and depth at all
dynamic levels. Lighter mallet head allows you to
move through fast melodic lines.
46R - Medium Hard
46AR - Medium Soft
Learn More

What's Behind A Name?
Pride
Commitment
Integrity
Experience
... and when the name is Mike Balter you are assured of the highest
quality, perfect weight and balance, superb craftsmanship, with
unsurpassed dynamic range and tonal color. Made to exceed the most
demanding professional standards. Every custom crafted mallet has a
difference you can see, a difference you can hear.
The difference is the name... MIKE BALTER
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Mike Balter Mallets LLC
www.mikebalter.com
info@mikebalter.com

